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Summer 1964 is almost over and it is
time to get back to work. Your Alumni
Board of Directors has just met and are
already getting into action for the corning year.
The first big event is Homecoming
which is almost set. Dick Albertson and
Tom Cross have a good program planned and urge all to attend this year's
gala affair. Also at Homecoming the
new members of the Alumni Board of
Directors and Alumni Representatives
to the Board of Trustees will he announced. An outstanding slate of nominees
will be sent to you by mid-September
So BE SURE TO VOTE.
The Alumni Association's Buclget was
approved by the Board at $18,500.00 for
non-salaried exl)enses. We will be Putting every penny of this to work for you
throughout the coming year in the way
of Homecoming, your magazine, reunions, undergraduate understanding, record keeping and fund raising. Indeed,
a busy year is ahead of us.
In the next issue of the Alumnus we
hope to have some good news to report
about alumni use of the swimming pool,
library, and maybe even a studentalumni campus film review. Watch for
it. Also read about the Athletic Booster
Club on the sports page of the magazine.
If you are interested, let us know.
The Alumni Science Building Drive
is at the $94,000.00 level now. With your
help we hope to announce that we are
Over the $100,000.00 mark at HomecomI ng.
We hope you enjoy this issue of the
Alumnus. It is published to keep you
informed and concerned about your
alma mater. We hope that the magazine
fulfills this function and that this is the
year you become concerned and willing
to hellJ.
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The trniversitv of Puget Sound Stadium
25 years ago.

NEW FACES...

TALK
ON

Additions to the faculty include the following:
Duane Leach, MA from University of Oklahoma, History Dept.
Roy Polley, MA from UPS, from supplementary to fulitime faculty,
Business Administration.
William G. Orthmann, BS from Northwestern and MA from UPS, from
supplementary to fulitime faculty, Business Administration.
Ronald Parton, MA from University of Idaho, Sociology.
J. Raymond Berry, MA from New York University, English.
Miss Harriet Richmond, BS from University of Pennsylvania, Occupational Therapy.
Miss Claudine Kratzberg, Home Economics.
Robert C. Taylor, MA from Midwestern University, Music and Band.
Dr. Richard K. Peterson, Ph.D., English.
Robert Albertson is back from a leave of absence to take charge of the
Honors program and the Religion Department.
Dr. Harold Simonson returns to the English Department.

NEW PLACES...
Will Lindley, journalism and public relations director, has been accepted
for a Fulbright Scholarship to study at the University of Baghdad in Baghdad. He and his family left Tacoma Sept. 12.

NEW PACES...

,James E. Nelson

CAMPUS

James E. Nelson has accepted a new position in Palo Alto. He leaves
his post as Director of Admissions at UPS to become the assistant director
of the western regional office of the College Entrance Examination Board.
His family will live in Sunnyvale. Nelson '55, has an AB and MA from UPS.
He started as Dean of Men in 1958, moving to the admissions post in 1962.
The College Board, comprised of 543 colleges and universities, 203 secondary schools, and 43 educational associations, is dedicated to the problems
of college entrance. Traditionally known for its program of aptitude and
achievement tests for college entrance and counseling, the College Board
also provides a broad program of services for secondary schools, sponsors
the College Scholarship Service (C.S.S.), and the Advanced Placement Program (A.P.P.) and supports a variety of symposia and publications dealing
with preparation for an admission to college. Nelson's job specifically will be
to interpret the services of the College Board to high schools and colleges
in eleven western states.
Larry Stenherg '61, who has been director of men's affairs, will become
the Director of Admissions, taking Nelson's place. He has an AB degree
from UPS.
Ray Payne '55, and MA in '58, will become Dean of Men. He taught at
Clover Park High School for one year and most recently has been a teacher,
counselor and coach at Curtis High School, Tacoma.
Jack Magee, a graduate of Central Missouri College with an MA
from the University of Missouri, will be assistant registrar and varsity baseball coach. He has been with Roosevelt High School in Seattle for seven
years.
Dean Richard Smith has been elected chairman of the Western Regional
Membership Committee of the College Entrance Examination Board. There
are 74 colleges and universities in the il-state region. Richard Pearson,
president of CEEB, has said that Dean Smith is one of the recognized
spokesmen in the West. Smith has served as a member of the national CEEB
committee and has served on the executive committee for the Western
Region for three years.
Three

Sports Glance
By Stan Farber, '63

Football Prospectus
It will be a building year at the University of Puget Sound in more ways than
one. Freshmen and transfers will be required to contribute more than their
share to the cause if Puget Sound seeks
to be a contender for the Evergreen Conference crown.
Coach John Heinrick is hack to start
his 17th year, and his past UPS success
is demonstrated in an 88-38-11 won lost
record. Only once-last fall-have the
Loggers finished out of the first division.
UPS finished in a fourth place tie last
year.
Ben Hammond will be back as line
coach. Two former Logger gridders will
handle other coaching assignments. Jim
(The Toe) Mancuso, who played last
year, will direct the backfield and Dick
Lawrence, who saw action two seasons
back, will assist Hammond with the line.
The Loggers play Pacific Lutheran
University at Lincoln Bowl Sept 19 in a
season opener under the lights. Then
come Western Washington, Whitworth
and PLU to the spanking new John S.
Baker Stadium on the UPS campus. The
Loggers play four of their last five games
on the road.
Seventeen lettermen will not return.
Gone are ends Les Ross, Bob Izzi, Pat
Hoonan and Mickey Kalyk; tackles
Gary Brown, Jim Gunderson and Ron
Jensen; guards Ralph Bauman and Dick
Fournier; quarterbacks Dick Dornfeld
and Mike Burton; halfbacks Dennis
Egge, Harley Somers, Mancusco and
Tony Gorisalves; and fuilbacks Jack
Sather and Paul Rushfeldt. Gonsalves
decided to return to school near his
Massachusetts home, Jensen is sidelined
by an injury and Burton humped in
grade problems. Brown and Gunderson
are traveling.
Although they did not letter, two
others who saw considerable action last
year have been benched by grades freshman end Bill Davis and sophomore
fullback Lloyd (Overdrive) Owens. A
spring semester transfer, fullback Steve
Moe from Oregon State University, was
also grounded by grades.
Ross holds UPS career passing records and Bauman was a first team Associated Press Little All-America pick last
fall. Dornfeld was the best punter in
UPS history and Mancuso the best field
goal kicker in Evergreen Conference anna!s. Sather was the leading Logger
ground-gainer the past two seasons.
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1964 UPS FOOTBALL SCHEDULE
Sept. 19 - Pacific Lutheran at Lincoln Bowl, 8 p.m.
Sept. 26
* Western Washington at UPS, 1:30 p.m.
(Dedication)
Oct. 3 - *Whit wor th at UPS, 1:30 p.m.
Oct. 10- *Pacifjc Lutheran at UPS, 1:30 p.m. (Homecoming)
Oct. 17 - Willamette at Salem, Ore., 2:00 p.m.
Oct. 24 - *C en t ra l Washington at Ellensburg, 1:30 p.m.
Oct. 31 - *E astern Washington at UPS, 1:30 p.m.
Nov. 7 - *W estern Washington at Bellingham, 1:30 p.m.
*Whitworth at Spokane, 1:30 p.m.
Nov. 14
*_Evergreen Conference game
Twelve stripe winners will return,
however, along with a pair of 1962 lettermen.
Joe Peyton (6-2, 195, Monticello, Miss.)
is the lone returning end. He is a sophomore. Other squadmen (non-lettermen)
back are sophomores Jon McGladrey
(6-1 1 185, Moses Lake) and Dick McKegney (6-1, 180, Clover Park). Summary: Peyton was all-Evergreen as an
offensive and defensive end last fall and
is regarded as the finest offensive end
in UPS history. But he will need some
help both offensively and defensively.
Three lettermen are back at the tackle
slots. Senior Tom Rawlings (6-0, 201,
Olympia) and sophomores Mel Jackbut size needed. No standouts.
Senior Harlan Patterson (6-1, 215, Edmonds), an all-Evergreen offensive tackle
two seasons back, will man one spot.
Senior Kent Chisman (5-10, 190, Franklin) is a defensive standout. Other stripewinners are senior Pete Beuchel (5-8,
195, Shelton) and sophomore Wayne
Fisk (6-1, 210, O'Dea). Summary: One
fine offensive guard and a top-notch defensive guard, but more are needed.
Andy Pazaruski (6-3, 220, Lincoln)
started as a sophomore last year, but because of lack of depth didn't see as much
action on defense as he should have.
Junior Ed Kosnoski (6-1, 190, Hoquiam)
will be back, but he missed almost the
entire season last fall because of injuries. Summary: More depth needed.
Senior Steve Maddocks (6-2, 207, No.
Kitsap) is the only returning signalcaller. Summary: Maddocks is the best
passer in UPS history, but more depth
is needed. Steve was bothered by a foot
injury last year and wasn't able to run
or punt. He is a fine roll-out runner,
and uses his size to advantage in sneaks.
Junior Jon Shotwell (5-8, 160, Wilson)
is hack along with sophomore Pat Larkin (5-8, 155, Bellarmine). Both are

quick but too light to see full-time duty.
Don Stewart (5-10, 190, Clover Park),
who won his letter two season ago, has
not seen much action the past two campaigns. He was a fine freshman back
in 1961. Summary: Size and power needed here. The entire 1963 defensive
backfield, the league's best, is gone.
There are no fulibacks returning, although squadman John Whitehead (511, 190, Reynolds of Portland) will probably be switched here from halfback.
He's a sophomore.
Two transfers will also be welcomed.
Quarterback Bruce Orness (6-2, 180,
Puyallup) played for the University of
Oregon frosh last full and standout halfback Corky Diseth (5-11, 175, Puyallup)
has moved here from the University of
Washington.
It should be an interesting season, and
there aren't too many seniors in key
spots, 50 1965 should also be a good
year. Peyton, Patterson and Maddocks
are tn-captains.
*

*

*

John S. Baker Stadium
The new John S. Baker Football Stachum will be dedicated Sept. 26 in the
Western Washington State College season home opener.
The stadium will seat 3,300 fans under
cover and an additional 2,500 will be
able to sit on bleacher seats across the
way. The football players will find some
fine new turf to play on, and there is
one of the best drainage facilities for any
field in the country.
Larry Stenberg, a member of the UPS
administration and alumni board, is
handling arrangements for the dedication
game. A huge throng is expected.
Alumni board director Clay Huntington, a Tacoma sportscaster, will be the
master of ceremonies for the pre game
dedication ceremonies. Invitations have
been extended alums Gov. Albert D.

I4iw UPS STAJIUM - The new John S. Baker football Stadium on the UPS
campus will be ready to seat 3,300 fans under cover this fall. Another 2,500 will be
seated across the field on portable bleachers. The press box is in the center. The
stadium will be ready for the Sept. 26 home opener with Western Washington.
Rosellini and Tacoma Mayor Harold
Tollefson and other city and state dig
nitaries. All former Logger varsity athletes will be asked to stand.
The new marching band, 56 members
strong, will march in under the direction
of bandmaster Robert Taylor. Other student pep organizations will also be introduced, and their members all have
new uniforms. A surprise mascot will be
unveiled. Student Body President Bill
Ramseyer and Dr. Thompson will welcome the gathering. Then "Doc T" will
kickoff.
As the U. S. AFROTC color guard
presents the flag and just before the
band plays the national anthem, the
competing teams will be introduced. UPS
will show new uniforms.
The band will put on a halftime display of marching and the Choppers and
Chips, men's and women's pep organizations, respectively, will put on a skit.
Introductions will be made of persons
responsible for the stadium facilities.

A huge sign of upcoming home games
',yill b unveiled as the game ends, and
the band will play the alma mater.

NW or Evergreen Conference?
Since Pacific Lutheran University's
withdrawal from the Evergreen Conference last May and its decision to enter
the Northwest Conference in the Fall of
1965, the question has been asked whether UPS will follow suit or stay in the
Evergreen Conference.
Remaining members in the Evergreen
Conference are Whitworth, UPS, and
Central, Eastern and Western Washington state colleges. The private colleges
are now outnumbered 3-2 and that delicate balance which was, may be the
thing that without (the balance) may
lead to the loop's demise.
Cast of characters in the Northwest
Conference are Lewis & Clark (Portland,
Ore.), Linfield (McMinnville, Ore.),
Willamette (Salem, Ore.), Pacific (For.
est Grove, Ore.), Whitman (Walla Walla,

New Coaching Assignments
Here are new coaching assignments
received by the athletic department:
Jim Mancuso, UPS asst. football; Dick
Lawrence. UPS asst. football; Jerry
Thacker, Pacific Lutheran University
asst. football; Warren Moyles, Shoreline H.S. basketball; Ed Johnson,
Shoreline junior high basketball; Chris
Cherbas, Montesano H.S. wrestling
and track; Bob Izzi, Montesano H.S.
asst. football; Pat Hoonan, Puyallup

H.S. asst. football; Rich Brines, Issaquah H.S. asst. basketball and asst.
baseball: Wilbur Lucas, R.A. Long
H.S. asst. football; Bill Hansen,
Laughbon H.S. asst. basketball; and
Dave Ratko, Bethel asst. coach. Jack
1-leinrick, Stadium basketball coach, is
taking graduate study at Washington
State University, and Max DuBois
is being rumored as his successor.

Wash.) and College of Idaho (Cldwell)
—all private schools.
The population explosion of the state
colleges and the slower increases of the
private schools, many of which do not
plan any large increases in enrollments,
has given the public schools many more
advantages. Then, too, the ever-rising
costs of private school enrollment and
operation has driven tuition costs up at
a steadily increasing rate while the public schools are supported by the taxpayers.
Some Evergreen Conference directors
have advocated adding Portland State
College, strongly rumored to be headed
to the Big Sky Conference, and University of British Columbia in Vancouver,
the new Fraser College in Vancouver
and Victoria College.
The trustees of the three state colleges,
at a recent joifit board meeting, advocated elimination of all athletic scholarships. The state colleges plan to eliminate them by 1965 and the trustees want
the private schools in the league to follow as soon as possible.
Dr. Richard Dale Smith, UPS faculty
athletic representative, said that the suggestion was "nonsense."
"Every student at the state colleges
has a scholarship because the difference
in cost of education (compared to private schools) is picked up by the taxpayers," Smith said.
'That is why the University of Puget
Sound instituted an athletic program
based on family need for conference
schools. If the state colleges insisted on
Five

all member schools dropping athletic
scholarships there would be no way we
could compete with them."
Should UPS enter the Northwest Conference, the solution might only be a
temporary one.
UPS would be the biggest school in the
league (and PLU second biggest) and
would soon double that of other league
members. Puget Sound plans on 2,000
this fall (already doubling that of the
smallest school in the NWC) and 4,000
by 1970. By contrast, UBC has 15,000
students, Portland State 7,500, Western
Washington 4,200 and Central Washington 3,600. PLU and the NWC schools
do not plan big increases.
A NWC rule states that the biggest
school in the circuit must withdraw when
it doubles the enrollment of the smallest
school. When a school enters the league
it must be by the unanimous consent
of all league members, and then after
a year as a trial member, must again be
ratified by all members. UPS and the
College of Idaho have made no secret
about love of long trips to each other
in the past. And College of Idaho, Whitman and some of the other smaller
schools may feel their athletic prestige
threatened by the addition of larger
schools.
The lack of fuiltime members in the
physicaJ education and intercollegiate
athletics department has made UPS the
lowest in this category of any school in
the Evergreen Conference and possibly
the Northwest Conference, too. Additional members have desperately been
needed on a full-time basis for a long.
long time.
Graduates no longer can ioint to their
high school pupils and send them to
their alma mater. Heavy recruiting by
big and small colleges have attracted
every ounce of talent out of the "bushes."
UPS has not won an Evergreen Conference foothall title since 1956, have
never won an Evergreen haskethall, baseball or track title. For the first time in
UPS Evergreen Conference history, the
Loggers posted a losing season in football last fall. Scouting duties have had
to be performed by Logger graduates
who are not familiar with the current
personnel of the UPS teams.
UPS has an outstanding coach-producing program, but the intercollegiate picture is in danger.
*

*

*
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FIXING UP FIELDHOUSE - The UPS Fieldhouse has undergone extensive in.
side painting and remodeling this summer. This is the first stage of a modernization program.

NEW BAND UNIFORMS—Clarinetist
John Maxwell shows his new marching
band uniform to Dr. Bruce Rogers, director of the UPS School of Music.

*hower and tran.ing rooms. New signs
have been posted. The cement underside
of the balcony seats has been sealed off
and painted.
*

*

*

Wrestling and Crew
Wrestling will make its comeback on
the UPS campus this fall. New coach is
Jerry Conine, who'll probably be a bit
late to practice. He won the 213.5-pound
U.S. Olympic Trials on the New York
World's Fairgrounds recently, and is on
his way to Tokyo.
Under the direction of Paul Meyers,
UPS formed a crew last year. This year
bigger and better things are planned.
UPS and PLU rowers work out daily on
American Lake.

Fleidhouse

Athletic Secretary

The UPS Memorial Fieldhouse has
undergone an operation this summer,
and the patient seems to be fine.
The inside has been painted white,
the basketball floor sanded and varnished, and tile installed in locker,

Mrs. Dorothy Pyfer is the new athletic and fieldhouse secretary, replacing
Marj Robinson, who resigned in June
to enter the real estate field in Tacoma.
Marj, as everybody called her, first came
to UPS in 1954.
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Booster Club
The UPS Alumni Association is forming an athletic Booster Club to further
the Logger intercollegiate athletic program.
There will be no dues. Direction of
the energies of the group will be determined by the members present at the
first meeting, which will be held at noon
in the Student Center, Sept. 26.
Co-chairmen are Jack Fabulich and
Clay Huntington.
A weekly get-together to see films of
the previous week's game and talk about
it and upcoming games and encouraging
athletic support are the cornerstones of
the organizations.
Members will determine whether meetings will be held at a breakfast, luncheon or dinner.
All alumni are urged to join. Contact
Clay Huntington or Jack Fabulich or
the alumni association.
The Alumni Assn. has already donated
a "reader board" sign at No. 11th and
Union to show upcoming home game
schedules.

JUMPING JOE - Wearing his Army Special Forces uniform and green beret, SSgt. Joe Peyton leaps high to snag
another pass.

Joe Peyton, Soldier—Athlete
Full-time athlete, part-time soldier,
full-time student—that's U.S. Army Re
servist .Ioo Poyton, a UP9 supliomOre
who broke several school football pass
catching and track jumping records last
year.
Peyton, who completed a three-week
paratrooper course at Fort Benning, Ga.,
this summer, also spent two weeks' active duty training with the elite 17th
Special Forces in Alaska during the vacation period.
Originally from Monticello, Miss., he
joined the Army in 1954 shortly after
graduating from Monticello High School.
Following several assignments to clifferent Army posts, he was transferred to
Fort Lewis as a section sergeant in a
medical platoon.
It was while at Fort Lewis that a
friend encouraged him to turn out for
post level sports. The friend, a high
jumper, taught Peyton his specialty.
Later that spring, Peyton reached 6
feet 7i1 inches.
That fall the 6-foot-2 195-pounder
made the Fort Lewis football team as
an end, twice l)eing named to the AllArmy team in as many years of turning out. He also started on the post basketball quint which won the Northwest
Amateur loop title. Peyton still holds
Fort Lewis high jump, broad jump and
triple jump track records.
Ray Reed, Special Service supervisor
at Fort Lewis for nine years says, "Joe
Peyton is the best all-around athlete
and one of the most respected men
we've had here."
Peyton was discharged from the Army

PEYTON AND COACHES — Basketball Coach Russ Wilkerson, left, and Football Coach John Heinriek, right, are
counting on SSgt. Joe Peyton for the respective sports. He's
also an outstanding trackman. Peyton is wearing a green
beret on his head, symbol of Army Special Forces troops.

in August 1963 and enrolled at UPS the
following month. Coach John Heinrick
rays ,Joe is the best all-around athlete
lie's had at UPS during his 19 years at
the school.
The 28-year-old Army Reservist has
been elected captain of the upcoming
football team and was the inspirational
award winner last fall.
Last season he smashed all Logger
pass-grabbing marks by making 33
catches, many of them of the acrobatic
variety. His sterling performance in basketball has earned him a starting spot
on the UPS quint. In track he set Logger
marks in the triple jump and broad
jump. He also set a season point record.
In the 1964 Evergreen Conference
Track and Field Championship meet he
scored 20 points and led the Loggers
to their highest finish in several seasons. At Sioux Falls, S.D., in the National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics meet, Joe jumped 24 feet 1/ inch
—longest lea!) ever made by a Pacific
Northwest small college athlete.
Despite his age, one opposing coach
called him "the best pro football prosiject in the league." However, Peyton,
a physical education major with a Bminus grade average, would like to coach
his favorite sport - football - when he
completes college.
Last December Joe joined the Army
Reserve's all-volunteer 17th Special
Forces at Tacoma. One weekend a month
i'is unit goes to Mount Rainier where
they train in guerrilla tactics and the
techniques of special warfare.
The Special Forces soldier is the
world's toughest soldier. He may be

asked to go into action anywhere in the
world to help defend freedom. He is expected to solve some of the toughest
problems that ever faced fighting men
anywhere.
He must be trained to go anywhere in
the world at a moment's notice - no
questions asked - by any means of
transportation, and to take care of himself and others under some of the hardest conditions imaginable.
He must be airborne-qualified, know
how to swim and trained to climb mountains, traverse snow, and move efficiently through jungle undergrowth, how to
jump from airplanes or helicopters, how
to rapell down the side of a sheer cliff
and how to paddle a raft up an alligator-infested river.
All Special Forces soldiers are trained to live off the land, and how to camouflage himself so well that even his
best friend couldn't see him at two yards.
And he'll be an expert at evading his
pursuers and escaping capture.
All of which should help him, too, on
the athletic battlefield.

Marching Band
Under the direction of Robert Taylor,
UPS' new bandmaster, the newly formed
marching band, 56 strong, will perform
at all UPS home games.
The uniform is in black and white
but has maroon accents to carry out the
school colors of maroon and white. The
overblouse is white with maroon letters
and is removable, leaving a tailored
black jacket, worn with white shirt, for
concert appearances. The trousers are
black and the bonnet is white with maroon tassels
Seven

Early Alum P;cn;c,

Dr. Arthur Marsh '08 greets Henry Dupertuis '12 now of
San Geronimo, California,

. 0 0

A trio looking at a page from a scrapbook are Isabelle M.
Brady, Clyde Kinch '22 and Mrs. Kinch.

A sunny day and a picnic tray - Florence Cook Armstrong
'17 and Judge Elizabeth Shackleford '18 serve themselves.

The Early Alums' Picnic was again treated to a sun-bathed
day on the University of Puget Sound campus. Over seventy alumni
of the class of '27 and prior got together July 25, 1964 for their
annual picnic, some travelling from as far as California to meet
with their fellow classmates.
Under the chairmanship of Mrs. Ethel Scheyer Fullager and
her committee of Dick Wasson, Paul Granlund and Mrs. Raymond
Seward, the picnic was a real success. There were many pictures
and annuals for the picknickers to muse over. Dr. R. Franklin
Thompson welcomed the Early Alums back to the campus and
filled them in on the latest happenings and what is in the future
for U.P.S. Paul Hanawalt gave the main speech of the day which
was well received by all present.
At the business part of the meeting it was decided to include
all classes that had graduated 30 years ago and earlier. This way
the Early Alums would have new people each year and the fame
and fortune of this group would grow and not wane.
The picnickers were treated to a genuine 1918 cheer by Paul
Hanawalt, Miss Elizabeth Shackle ford and Mrs. Lester Wehmhoff. This was one of the highlights of the afternoon.
A wonderful time was had by all and all are looking forward
to reuniting next summer, the last weekend in July.
Alumni who attended the picnic are listed on back cover
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SIX
GRADUATES
NAMED

Outstand;ng Young Men

Of America......

Six graduates of the University of Puget Sound have been chosen for listing in the current publication "Outstanding Young Men in America," compiled by the U.S. Junior Chamber of Commerce.
They are William Howarth Meadowcroft, Donald Jaenicke, Russell Wilkerson, all of Tacoma;
Ralph Wehmhoff, Park Forest, Ill.; Dr. Howard S. Irwin, Oscawana, N.Y., and Henry Spencer
Stokes Jr., Seattle.
Selections were made by a 13-man national board of editors. Those chosen were between 21 and
36 years of age and "had distinguished themselves in one or more fields of endeavor to the point of
being outstanding," said Doug Blankenship, editorial board chairman. Publication date will be in
January, 1965.
William Howarth Meadowcroft, born in Seattle, Jan. 1, 1929, was
graduated from the University of Puget Sound with a degree in Business Administration in 1951. He is a member of Sigma Nu fraternity
and is married to Elizabeth Weyerhaeuser. He served as a member of
the Board of Trustees of the University of Puget Sound. His present
position is division manager of the New Products Division, Weyerhaeuser Company, at Tacoma. His home is at 23 Forest Glen Lane SW,
Tacoma. More recently, he served as a Washington State delegate to
the National Republican Convention at San Francisco.
Donald Arthur Jaenicke, born March 21, 1929, was graduated from
the University of Puget Sound with a major in English in 1952. His
wife is the former Lois Jean Wasmund. A member of Phi Delta Theta,
he formerly was public relations director for Douglas Fir Plywood
Association at Tacoma. He is serving as president of the Tacoma Lumbermen's Club. He has been president of the University of Puget Sound
Alumni Association and presently is an alumni representative on the
University of Puget Sound Board of Trustees. His current position is
promotion manager for the merchandising division, Weyerhaeuser Company, Tacoma. He lives at 7020 Crescent Lane SW, Tacoma.
Russell Wilkerson received a Bachelor of Arts from the University
of Puget Sound in Education, 1955. He also received Master of Arts
degree from the University of Puget Sound in 1963 and coached at the
Goldendale High School. His present position is basketball coach at the
University of Puget Sound. His home is at 3208 No. 14th St., Tacoma.
Ralph W. Wehmhoff received a degree in business administration
from the University of Puget Sound in 1951. A member of Sigma Chi,
he is a salesman for St. Regis Company. His home address is 231 Gentry,
Park Forest, Ill.
Dr. Howard S. Irwin Jr., born March 28, 1928 in Louisville, Ky.,
was graduated from the University of Puget Sound in 1950, with a major
in biology. In 1952 he received the degree of Bachelor of Education from
the University of Puget Sound. From 1952 to 1956 he lived in Georgetown, British Guiana, where as the recipient of a Fulbright teaching
grant, he taught botany at Queend College, a British secondary school.
He received his doctorate from the University of Texas in 1960. He is
the author of several scientific papers and a book, The Roadside Wildflowers of Texas. His present position is associate curator of tropical
botany, New York Botanical Garden. His home address is Box 58,
Oscawana, New York.
Henry Spencer Stokes Jr., whose birth date is December 21, 1935,
graduated from the University of Puget Sound in 1958 with a degree
in History. He is a member of Sigma Nu and Pi Kappa Delta, and lives
at 301 East Thomas, Seattle. He attended Harvard Law School and now
is an assistant in the Department of History at the University of
Washington, while completing his thesis for a doctorate in English
history.
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say that college students are politically passive. The
Cornell Value Study, which surveyed the attitudes
of 2,975 students in eleven universities, reported that
undergraduates were, in general, "politically disinterested." The Cornell investigators made this survey in
1952, but there is little reason to believe that the
statement would not hold today. A Brookings Institution report, just published, suggests that high school
youths generally became less favorable to the idea of
government service after they go to college.
Foreign comparisons confirm this general pattern of political and social uninterestedness. A survey of college students in ten countries found that a
peculiar characteristic of most of the Americans was
their accent on "privatism": the yen to seek a "rich,
full life" for themselves and their families, to think
in concrete and practical terms about the material
benefits that the future might hold—all this while
remaining relatively unconcerned about social problems. The Americans' attitude was in marked contrast with the outlook of students in Mexico, Egypt,
and Bantu society, whose fondest hope—though often
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IS TODAY'S COLLEGE STUDENT a cencerned citizen or an apathetic mouse?
During the 1950's the prevailing image of the
college student portrayed a well-behaved and thoroughly unheroic young person. The same catchphrases appeared again and again in diagnoses of
campus life: "student apathy," "student conformity,"
"the quest for security," "no interest in politics."
Although such generalizations remain with us
today, in recent years a differing opinion has been
heard. The editors of Time and Life discovered a
"conservative revival" on several campuses—evidence
of political activism from a conservative stance. More
recently, newspapers like the New York Times have
linked the participation of college students in civil
rights sit-ins to another sort of political activism, the
"liberal" crusade. Among scholars, too, there are
those who claim to identify among students a new
"intellectual commitment" to public affairs.
Which portrait of the student is right? The
answer is that both are right yet neither is right,
because both are over-generalizations.
If one judges by the majority, it is quite fair to
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distorted by excessive emotionalism - was to contribute something to the community: to help raise
the standard of living in their villages, or to help
their countries in their struggle for national independence.
SO FAR, however, we have only been talking
about the majority of American Students. Co-existing
with this majority is a small proportion of college
students who are intensely and vocally interested in
political issues. It is these individuals who have inspired reports of a general political revival on the
American campus. (They constitute very much the
minority—although I would guess from my own talks
with students that the passive majority has become
more friendly in recent years towards the few who
champion political causes. By showing tolerance for
the active few, many students assuage their own
prickings of conscience about not becoming active
themselves).
Today's political minority is in no sense a new
phenomenon. The "campus radicalism" of the early
1930's was largely a fiction derived from the activities
of relative handfuls of students at a few highly vis-

ible institutions. This we know from recent studies
of graduates from that era. Even in 1950, when
McCarthyism had cowed many of their elders, a
strong minority of Berkeley undergraduates signed a
written protest against the requirement that their
professors take a loyalty oath and disclaim any past
connection with pro-Communist groups.
If political interest on the part of the minority is
nothing new, neither is political apathy on the part
of the majority. In World War II, a period when one
would have expected a heightened sense of identification with the community, a survey of college attitudes showed that most students were cautious, conventional, uninvolved. The evidence of history, indeed, is that indifference about public affairs has
dogged student life ever since the Civil War.

ity to rebel against. His alternative is to withdraw,
to comply outwardly with the gentle requests of his
parents but to shut them out from an inner world
of his own.
The psychological effect of this pattern is reinforced at college. Here a host of requirements and
examinations all too often induce the undergraduate
to "think small," to concentrate on clearing each
hurdle in an academic obstacle race rather than on
thinking widely and imaginatively about the world
around him. If he resents the system, to whom can
he make an effective complaint? We, the professors,
are frequently inaccessible to the student. Even more
frequently, we are content merely to fill the student
full of professional know-how. At the same time we
decry the absence of creative enterprise among stu-

UPS POLITICAL CANDIDATES

Among UPS alumni who are seeking public office
and whose names will appear on the primary ballots
are:
For Superior Court Positions

William F. LeVeque, '34 (Pieice)
Hardyn B. Soule, '37 (Pierce)
Henry W. Cramer, '20 (King)
Charles T. Wright, '32 (Thurston)
Thurston County

Harry B. Lewis, '51
Harold E. Wolf, Jr., '50
For Pierce County Commissioner

Jack Geiger, '34
King County

Paul E. Davis, '45
THE SITUATION is thus much the same as
ever it was—and yet it is not the same. What has
altered is the kind of political indifference, the kind
of apathy about social issues, that some students
show. On many campuses there can be seen a student
type who a generation ago would have been a highly
political rebel, but who today is almost fervently
apolitical and asocial. Where the old version showed
social concern by vehemently criticizing existing institutions within society, the new type rejects society
in toto. Or, rather, he tries to. One variant of this
new type is the beatnik who, instead of rebuilding,
simply withdraws.
To account for this phenomenon we can point
first to the students' family backgrounds. A predominant characteristic of modern parents is their failure
to realize that love and reasonable authority can be
combined. As a result the child, on feeling a natural
desire to oppose his parents, can often find no author-

For the State Legislature
Prce County

R. Ted Bottiger, '56
Frances G. Swayze, '22
Frank Brouillet, '51
Leonard A. Sawyer, '48
W. J. O'Connell, '48
James M. Healy, Jr., '56
George E. Williams, '48
Dr. Charles A. Newschwander, '42
Helmut Jueling, '39
Jack Adams, '52
dents—as if the absence wasn't our own fault.
AND YET it is not entirely our own fault. A
feeling of individual helplessness is induced by certain factors in U.S. civilization as a whole.
First there is America's advanced state of industrialization. When a college student looks at our society's vast impersonal processes—and humbly asks
himself where he can fit in—he is not simply being a
conformist. Perhaps he is also being realistic; perhaps
he sees that we live in a society which organizes intelligence ever more closely—a society where opportunities for individual initiative or for the exercise of
talent on one's own terms have actually decreased.
Accompanying our advanced industrialization are
the extraordinary phenomena of modern communication and modern standardization. These are not necessarily evil in themselves, but they have had one
unhappy effect on college life: We no longer get those
diamonds-in-the-rough who provide such joy for the
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teacher—those boys and girls from different traditions and backgrounds, "unspoiled" by more effete,
modern ways but intelligent and eager, ready to shine
under a teacher's devoted hand. Today the boy from
the lower East Side and the girl from Chestnut Level
arrive with relatively the same mannerisms and material baggage. It is harder and much less interesting
to tell where a student comes from.
This uniformity, be it noted, is not primarily the
result of any psychological need to conform. (I doubt
that this need is essentially different from that found
in students of 20 or 30 years ago.) Today's students
simply live in a less differentiated society; there are
fewer patterns with which to conform.
There is, also, the disappearance of the responsible individual in our society—his disappearance into
a web of social roles and group memberships. Once
we could identify stuffed shirts in high places and
complain about them; now it appears that substituting a group image for the individual man is a major
national trend. Instead of bad decisions by responsible
officials, we have mediocre decisions by anonymous
committees. Instead of leadership, we have administration. Instead of a Teapot Dome scandal, in which
a few scoundrels lined their pockets at public expense, we have corporate immorality. Vast networks
of functions are performed, and in the end an immoral effect is achieved; but we can find in such a
network no individual to blame nor anyone who feels
guilt.
Another factor in our civilization which inhibits
political initiative is the Cold War. In the Cold War
era, people feel they must not move lest something
snap. But people cannot live in the condition of being
constantly poised to run for cover. So, wishing for
stability, it is easy to convince oneself that everything
is fine and will stay that way. Students, at any rate,
tend to see present arrangements in our society as
likely to persist indefinitely, providing we all are
not exterminated. It is easier to imagine extermination than to imagine social change. This is not a
good climate for dedication to social reform.
GRANTING that the present phase may be due
to rigidity than to genuine stability, the contrasts
with other recent periods of our history are nonetheless marked. We do not experience the mobility,
the open-mindedness, the excitement of wartime, or
of a depression era, or of a jazz age. Correspondingly,
there is relative quiet on the intellectual and ideological fronts.
In the early years of this century we had the movement toward greater freedom for women; in the
twenties we had Freud and the revolution in morals;
in the thirties we had the depression and social
change; in the forties we had war, fervent democratic
idealism, imaginative post-war plans. What are the
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big ideas of the present? The surly and automatic
anti-communism of recent years has not been exactly
inspiring. Efforts to bring about a return to religion,
or to evolve a new religious outlook, have been feeble.
One hears little intellectual discussion on the campus
for the simple reason that there is not very much
to discuss.
And in many of our leading institutions, there is
no time for truly intellectual matters; the faculty and
their recruits are preoccupied with their own little
scientific and scholarly specialties.
Times will undoubtedly change, and new ideas
will appear, but for the time being we are in the cultural and intellectual doldrums. This I would set
down as a major source of current lethargy. Not only
are students not inspired by the scholarship in which
their teachers willy-nilly participate; they are put to
sleep by it.
But undoubtedly the most serious effect of the
Cold War has been moral deterioration in our national life. Thomas Mann, I think, was the first to say
that the worst thing about totalitarianism was that
it forced its opponents to imitate its methods. Over
the years, a gradual identification with the enemy
has been taking place. Loud voices in this country
have been demanding that we ought to fight fire
with fire. Any means are justified, so long as they
are believed to contribute to the defeat of communism. Control of the press, the manufacture of opinion,
the manipulation of people in the interests of some
temporary strategy, the acceptance of brutality as
an ordinary part of modern life: these have become
common in high places. Almost any national plan for
reducing international tensions is immediately labeled
"soft on communism"; almost any plan for improving
our national life is condemned as "socialistic." When
some thoughts cannot be allowed, all thinking tends
to deteriorate in quality; myths and stereotypes flourish; and wishful or fearful ruminations take the
place of realistic attacks on problems. In short, the
country is brought to a state in which thinking itself
is impaired.
STUDENTS DIFFER, of course, in their response to the present state of affairs. Many never
become aware of the situation in the larger society.
Liberal education fails to reach them and they never
enter the phase of social criticism. Stuck with beliefs
and values automatically accepted long before they
entered college, they go on to become unthinking
cogs in the social machinery. Others take a hard look
at their society and decide it is not for them; instead
of actively rebelling, they refuse to become involved.
Still others, perhaps the largest group, see the situation well enough and decide to "play it cool." To
make sure that they find a comfortable place in the
Continued Page Twenty-Three

PROCESS
DECISIONS AND
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Miss Jeanine Anderson was a 1964 Honors Graduate in the Department of Sociology at the University of Pu get Sound. She served as a Professional
Assistant in the Department of Sociology for three
years. During her senior year she also worked as a
Research Assistant on the Retention Study with Dr.
Frank N. Peterson, Head of the Department of Sociology, and Professor Nathan Gross, of the School
of Education. Miss Anderson plans to continue her
academic work at the Graduate School of Anthropology, Cornell University in New York, where she
was a recipient of a renewable $4800 Graduate Fellowship. Her academic excellence at the University of
Puget Sound led to the recogntion of her capabilities
by Cornell University and her admission to the Ph.D.
program. This article is the report on the findings of
her Independent Study thesis in the Department of
Sociology. It is an integral part of the over-all research
undertaken in the Retention Study which was sponsored by a grant from the Hill Family Foundation.
Reports on the progress of the University of
Puget Sound Retention Study have appeared in the
Alumnus previously. The study of student drop-out
from the University is nearing completion, and findings may be of interest to both current and former
students. The span of almost three years which the
Retention Study has covered has seen the rise of
concern with college and secondary school drop-outs.
Many of the large, state-supported universities have
began research projects to study their own retention
and drop-out; but the University of Puget Sound, as
a private, liberal arts college, is one of relatively few
of its kind to conduct a self-study in the area of
retention.
An earlier article in the Alumnus reported the
data collected on the graduating class of 1963 and on
the students in progress during the spring semester,
1963. Based on these data, several hypotheses were
derived which have been the object of more intensive
study. These additional data are presently being refined, hopefully to discover differences between the
students of last spring who came l)ack to the University of Puget Sound in the fall, and those who dropped out or transferred. At the time of the Alumnus
report, it was noted that plans had been made to do
further investigation of one of the most interesting
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indications yet to turn up in the research: that students do not decide once-and-for-all whether they will
stay at a given university and / or graduate, but rather
their decision to stay or leave is a continuous one
which they are revising throughout the school year
as well as over the summer. This hypothesis seemed
to be supported by the fact that even the students
who stated on the questionnaire that they planned
to come back to the University for the fall semester
showed some doubts about their decision. All of the
students were able to state the probability of their
return in terms of percentages—for example, a 75
per cent chance of coming back to the University of
Puget Sound. Usually the extremes of no chance of
return or 100 per cent chance of return, were not used,
indicating the tendency to be evaluating and weighting potential alternatives. Furthermore, when the
respondents' actual behavior in the fall of 1963 was
compared with their plans at the time of the questionnanre, the facts show that many of them did,
indeed, change their minds. The decision to leave
seemed to be slightly more stable than the decision to
return. Of the two-hundred students who planned
to leave, 89 per cent carried out their intentions;
while 83 per cent of the 724 students who planned to
return acted according to their plans. Other more
individual factors as well pointed to the hypothesis
that the student's decision to return or to leave is
subject to modification well-nigh continually as he
progresses in his college career.
In order to verify what the data seemed to suggest, this hypothesis was taken as the basis for a
study under the honors program of the Department
of Sociology. Forty-eight students, half freshmen and
half seniors, were selected at random and interviewed
to determine whether they were conscious of a sort
of "balance sheet" in their minds on which they
evaluated the advantages and disadvantages of stayThirteen

ing at the University of Puget Sound and, conversely,
of dropping out or transferring elsewhere. They were
asked how often they thought of leaving the University, and what factors they had considered in thinking of leaving. An attempt was made to find differences between those who reported having thought of
leaving very often and those who had thought of it
only once or twice. Variables considered in the research were: the sex of the respondent, University of
Puget Sound entrant or transfer, self-perception of
academic performance, motivation for college degree,
vocational plans, highest degree to which student
aspired, proportion of his education which the student
was paying himself, and others. Only seven out of
the total, four seniors and three freshmen, said they
had never thought of leaving the University of Puget
Sound. Twenty reported having thought of leaving
one to four times, and 21 reported having considered
it more often than that.
From the data several indications of difference
appeared in the sample. Students who could be considered as having greater "motivation"—as measured
by their desire to have a Bachelor of Arts or a Bachelor of Science degree as necessary for their future
work and by the absence of doubts as to the value of
higher education—appeared to think of leaving the
University with slightly greater frequency than those
who appeared to be less motivated. A possible explanation is that these students gave more thought to the
education they were getting at the University of Puget Sound and that they were more conscious of
comparisons between the University of Puget Sound
and other universities. Many of these are students
who plan to enter occupations which will demand
training at specialized schools, such as a school of
Engineering. These students could be expected to
think of leaving a liberal arts college more frequently
than would be the case with those whose education
in the liberal arts will serve more immediate ends.
Students who perceived themselves as more successful academically also indicated thinking of leaving
more frequently than those who reported themselves
to be "poor" or "average" students. On the other
hand, the students who planned graduate study
thought of leaving the University less frequently than
those who did not plan to go beyond the Bachelor
of Arts or Bachelor of Science degree.
One sub-hypothesis which looked promising at
the outset, that students paying for most or all of
their own education would think of leaving more
often than those who were not, yielded unanticipated results. The students who were largely self-sufficient in college were those who thought least about
leaving the University of Puget Sound. In a few cases
they had jobs in Tacoma which they would lose by
leaving, yet they appeared to be, on the whole, more
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satisfied with the University than many who were
contributing less or nothing to the expenses of their
education. Seventeen out of the 48 freshmen and
seniors reported expecting to pay or having paid half
or more of their expenses while in college.
In another instance the University of Puget
Sound reflected a phenomenon which had been found
typical of student populations at other universities:
the women are less stable in their decision to stay
than men. More light is thrown on this by an investigation of the factors which men and women considered when they thought about dropping out or
transferring: women seemed to be more concerned
with academic qualifications of the institution, while
men were more interested in personal and situational
factors; for example, the cost or location of the school.
In yet another respect is the University rather typical
of other universities; students who have transferred
to the University of Puget Sound think less frequently of leaving than those who enter as freshmen.
Certainly this finding is reasonable, if only because
the loss of credits in transferring from one school to
another is costly and probably acts as a deterrent.
While many of the findings must be accepted
as conditional because of the sample size, the major
hypothesis—that the decision to stay or leave is one
which is subject to change with new influences—was
overwhelmingly upheld by the students. The conclusion seems to be that parents cannot expect to
send their son or daughter off to college and see him
or her stay there automatically. Those influences
which militate against staying in college must be
counteracted with arguments in favor of continuing.
The phenomenon may well be thought of on the
analogy of a balance-sheet: at one moment the balance may be shifted in favor of staying, and at the
next it may favor transferring or dropping out altogether. The amount of pressure necessary to force
translating dissatisfactions with college or situational
and personal factors, into actually leaving probably
differs from student to student; but certainly the
great majority of students are aware of such pressures. Many of these have long been recognized by
educators and laymen, and others have more recently
been uncovered by investigations such as the University of Puget Sound Retention Study. A significant
educational experience, professional objectives, encouragement from teachers, parents, and friends, play
off against lack of interest, a feeling of being in conflict with the environment of a particular college, and
inability or unwillingness to consider the importance
of higher education.
Perhaps the dropout problem in secondary and
higher education would be much less significant now,
had there been sufficient recognition of the process
Continued Page Twenty-Three

LET'S NAME-DROP!!
It occurs to me that there is a favor we
can do our university - it's inexpensive,
easy and effective and, like the ever-widening ripples in a pooi caused by the drop of
a pebble, its impact is felt at great lengths.
It's called name-dropping.
It's the Game of the Day, and it may be
played in parlors, at cocktail parties, at the
luncheon table with important clients; it
may be written (accidentally, of course) on
memos to the boss or passed as discreetly
as the cream pitcher at a dinner party.
Many have found its prizes to be handsome
- an invitation to membership in the country club, or a raise. And in the case of UPS,
an image of a beloved Alma Mater.
NAME-DROPPING is responsible for
that zillion that we jealously recently read
of Harvard and Yale receiving. (Sure,
"them that has, gits," and we think of sour
grapes). The truth is, an alum played the
game with his father-in-law and with a
commuter-friend who was complaining of
troubles with his income tax bracket. Zingo,
another zillion!
THE BEAUTY OF THE GAME is that
it costs nothing but sharp wits to play.

beloved Alma Mater
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Everyone of us is, or ought to be, a missionary for our university. We should go about in the world
murmuring "UPS" at every social gathering, we should keep on saying "When I was at UPS -"
Let's try it out tomorrow in the car-pool - "Speaking of concrete construction, UPS's new
stadium - "; to our students, we might say - "Now, about the honors program at UPS - "; when
the boss congratulates us on landing that new account - "as my prof at UPS used to say,
The idea is bound to get around that UPS not only exists but that UPS is a growing concern
and a beloved Alma Mater of which we're proud to be a part.
NAME-DROPPING leads to money, and not just ours. Our president, Dr. T., who plays the
game as an expert, can recount incident after incident that has financially benefited UPS. (Ever
count the number of times UPS is mentioned even before Dr. Thompson gets up to speak?) "One
of the most poorly-dressed audiences I ever faced (I thought I was in the wrong hall!) eventually
brought in some $200,000 as word traveled after that talk."
WE CAN TALK ABOUT PLANNED-DONATION GIVING to UPS. We can talk about the two
major ways in which this is done - the Annuity plan and the Remainder-Trust plan.
Fifteen
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UNDER THE ANNUITY PLAN, you arrange to get an annuity for your (and your wife's)
lifetime, upon transferring to UPS either cash or property such as securities. Not only do you get
a current tax deduction, but a major part of your annual income is tax free.
For example, you have a friend who is 50 years of age, is in the 50% tax bracket, bored, and
says he has $50,000 to give away. You tell him that if he gives to UPS, he will get a current tax
reduction of $15,730 - which, in his tax bracket, gives him a saving of $7,865. In effect, his "investment" is reduced from $50,000 to $42,135.
and nearly $1,350
For this amount, tell your friend that he will get $1,950 each year for life
is tax free. When he dies, no part of the $50,000 is subject to estate tax. The plan works to even
greater advantage when the donor is older and in a higher tax bracket.
UNDER THE REMAINDER-TRUST PLAN, you tell your friend to transfer to UPS securities that have appreciated in value. There is no capital gains tax when he shifts investment; moreover, he gets a tax reduction for the gift based on the higher value of the securities.
For example, you are name-dropping with a friend who is 50 years old, in the 50% tax bracket
and he owns stock bought in the past years for $40,000 now worth $100,000. They pay 5% returns.
If he sold on the market, he would pay a gains tax of $15,000. If instead, he transfers the stock to
a trust that gives the principal to UPS, he has an income for life.
He gets a current tax reduction (date by U.S. Treasury tables) for $38,000. This would end up
giving him a net tax saving of $34,000. Thus, the gift actually costs him just $66,000 ($100,000
minus $34,000).
For this amount, he gets his regular 5% or $5,000 a year income from the $100,000 worth of
stocks - or a return of 7.58%. Besides, when he dies, the bulk of property in the trust (73%)
escapes estate taxes.
TO BE MORE SPECIFIC in your name-dropping, you or your friend might want more information. Write to American College Public Relations Association, 1785 Mass. Ave., N.W., Washington, 6, D.C.; or to the American Alumni Council (to which UPS Alumni Association belongs) at
1707 N St., N.W., Washington, 6, D.C.
JOIN ME IN A LITTLE NAME-DROPPING! If each of the 10,000 UPS alums who reads this
magazine sent in one dollar half of our 1964-65 Alumni Association budget would be raised; or, the
annual cost of printing the ALUMNUS would be totally paid.
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SAILORS are Mr. and Mrs. Clark Hillier, above, with Helen
Dallas. They were among UPS students and faculty who sailed
from Seattle on the Oriana for UPS's summer school afloat this
past summer. The Hilliers were chaperones.
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ABOUT THE AUTHOR
By her own admission, Barbara Muhs Walker,
Vacsar '48, has pursued a brilliant career as an education and public information specialist in the field of
housing, architecture, and city planning, sharing her
meagre talent and training with those even less fortunate. Since the birth of her first child, Anna Victoria, in December, 1962, she has successfully fought
domestic boredom, survived the privations of a great
newspaper famine, and resisted intellectual flabbiness
by researches in Dr. Spock and Woman's Day and
by writing for a number of "little magazines," among
them the Camp Adahi Round Robin.

MY COUNSEL is addressed
to the thousands of educated
women who suffer on those
"difficult days" from a rundown, logy feeling - a feeling
of tired back, tired front, tired
blood, and general comprehensive failure in the Highly Competitive Society in Which We
Live. By "difficult days" I refer to the four or five times
yearly when the morning mail
—that daily reminder of man's inhumanity to manbrings, along with the orthodontist bill and a Distinguished Publishing event, the Alumnae Magazine.
To put it aside is as easy as forgetting a festering
hangnail or keeping one's tongue from a newfound
dental fissure. I say this (bravo, Editor, for resisting
censoring!) not because of the very worthwhile "Chaucer for Children" or "A Vassar Grandmother Re-examines Her Faith," which one is always too busy to
read at the time, but because of that insidious institution known as Class Notes, which one is rarely busy
enough to ignore. To the female, Class Notes have all
the attraction of Screen Romances for a shopgirl, except for one important difference. In Screen Romances
and Cholly Knickerbocker the shopgirl and waitress
can read endlessly of divorce, desertion, mental breakdown, bankruptcy, and alcoholic stupor, and rejoice
in the superior sane serenity of their own lives. Not
so with the Educated Woman, whose college gossip
sheet is a series of success stories about her friends,

discreetly suppressing the sordid details and calculated to throw her into a fit of despair, feeling that
she alone has failed to realize the glamorous potential
of her high birth and higher education. For sheer
masochism, the reading of Class Notes outruns attending P.T.A. meetings or giving four-year-olds
birthday parties.
No one else in your class, it seems, is bothered
with overweight, overdrawn checks, Dutch elm disease, stopped-up plumbing, or a third-grade roseola
epidemic. They are all in Kuala Lumpur with the
U.N., or teaching madrigals to the Navajos, or editing significant magazines, or helping the Kennedys
find the New Frontier. Their husband is not one of
a million-and-a-half insurance men, but the Only
Missionary Doctor in Madagascar; they have seven
ruddy children, as opposed to your allergy-ridden
3.2; their household seems to care for itself as they
canvass the globe for adventure and enlightenment.
Reading their sparkling sagas over morning Clorox
is likely to cast a pall that lingers until the next issue
arrives with some new and more terrible tidings.
SOME ALUMNAE have attempted to solve the
problem of "difficult days" by cutting off the College
without a cent and the Class Correspondent without
a scent, only to find the same Glad News cropping
up in an occasional letter from a friendly classmate.
But as any modern adult—particularly any modern
mother—should know, there is only one way to keep
from being bested in this game. It is, in the simple
language of the schoolyard, to Fight Back. Instead
of reading invidious Class Notes, be one!
The technique is easy, as anyone driven to a
career in public relations will try to deny. It requires
no change in your dull daily routine, simply in the
way you report it. It involves not the denial of truth
but the discriminating choice of it—a kind of survival by fitting, or process of unnatural se'ection. It
operates on the age-old principle of putting your best
foot forward to obscure the clubfoot behind. With
a little careful reportage, the most lackluster alumna
can become the kind of Class Note that will fill her
peers with awe, envy, shame, and—most importanta deep sense of inadequacy.
To demonstrate this technique let's take a typical note from a typical member of a typical class.
To the typical reader, scanning it on time borrowed
from the day's chores, it appears for all the world as
a simple, guileless communication, tossed off with
one hand while the other pushes the snow plow. To
the grateful correspondent it obviously seemed a
jewel of spontaneous expression, worthy of verbatim
quotation. Only the writer knows that it is the result
of three drafts and four hours' editing, an effort
worthy of Drama 270, carefully developed along the
lines elucidated in the footnotes that follow.
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After a long silence a breezy note from Tipsy Poltergeist Brumbaugh (1). Tip, you may recall (2), went on to Columbia for her M.A. (3),
and there met and married Bruce Brumbaugh.
Their household in Battle Creek, Michigan, by
now includes Bruce Jr., 8, Beverly, 6, four parakeets and three hamsters (4), which Tip often
manages alone while Bruce travels (5). He is a
sales executive for a firm that helped to outfit
Col. Glenn for his historic space flight (6). Tip,
who has been nursing a sick child most of the
winter (7), protests she's grown inert (8), but it
doesn't sound that way to us (9). She supplements the children's schooling with home teaching (10), and is active with the local Fight for
Sight organization (11). Her chief recreation,
she says, is making fudge of all kinds—she was
just named Fondant Queen of the local Presbyterian Church (12). Tipsy drives in a car pooi
three times a week (13) and is a regular visitor
to Battle Creek Home for the Infirm (14). Now
that the children are getting on in age she is
thinking of pursuing her doctorate in microbiology (15). She urges all of us to make Battle Creek
a stop in our vacation sojourn (16) and promises,
in addition to some of that fudge, a fascinating
glimpse of how shredded wheat is made (17).
THERE IT IS, a seemingly simple homely statement by an average classmate that nonetheless exudes an aura of Capable Mother, Loveable Helpmeet,
Competent Executive, Servant of Humanity, Funloving Lass, and Indomitable Intellect. Here is a girl,
you say, who, unlike yourself, does much more than
merely cope.
In fact, the secret of this success is one you can
easily learn, at home in a dignified manner in your
spare time. Let us examine the dynamics of this little bit of dynamite.
(1) Use of youthful nickname immediately establishes a gay, informal schoolgirl tone. Actually no
one at college ever called Thelma Poltergeist "Tipsy,"
but who can prevent her using the sobriquet on herself? (2) Nobody really recalls. Was she the mousey
lunchwait at the next table or the ravishing blond in
Body Fundamentals? The doubt is unsettling to the
reader. (3) Columbia in this case is Columbia,
South Carolina, home of University of. The implication is that Thelma got her Master's, which she
didn't, being an indifferent student who spent most
of her time at the Dixie Bowlarama, where Bruce ran
the Shoe rental concession. Note the telescoping of
these superfluous details. (4) Two children is actually
below her classmates' standard for procreation, but
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note how the juxtaposition of other numbers—mere
pets, to be sure— conjures up the picture of burgeoning, bustling family. (5) A good example of the careful turn of Phrase. While a salesman's wife may normally feel left alone, she need not confess this to the
world. "Managing alone" evokes the image of the
pioneer woman rather than the bereft spouse. (6)
Another way of saying it is, "Bruce is an underwear
salesman," but why so unpoetic? (7) A clumsier
writer might gracelessly refer to her daughter's recurring impetigo. (8) The self-deprecating, I'm-notdoing-enough stamp is essential to authentic Class
Notes. Without it the work might be suspect as that
of an imposter from another college. (9) A little awe
and wonder and gee-whiz on the part of the Class
Correspondent is always a help. Most correspondents
are willing to pay this small price for a genuine Class
Note. (10) Would you have thought that helping
kids do homework could be so nobly described? (11)
Last year Thelma contributed seven pairs of eyeglasses after clearing out her parents' house. Perhaps
"active" is overstating the case. (12) It is so important to brandish hobbies, since only poor managers
and disorganized types like you, the reader, lack
time for fun and games. The fudge is ready-mix, of
course, and why shouldn't she be the winner in an
uncontested field? (13) We all drive in car poois, but
how many of us think to credit ourselves for it (14)
Another necessity-turned-virtue: Thelma's father-inlaw is a patient at the Home. (15) This is an excellent
device whereby one earns points for mere fantasies.
Anyone can think of winning a Nobel prize, becoming a Metropolitan Opera star, or being the first
woman on the moon. An opportunity for self-aggrandizement not to be missed when the action story is
thin. (16) A grand woman-of-the-world gesture which
one can easily afford to make from an unlikely outpost like Battle Creek. (17) The principle at work
here is, Embracing the Existing and Earning Credit
for What Is. Kellogg has been running daily tours
of the shredded wheat factory since before Thelma
was born.
USING THIS SIMPLE ESSAY as a pattern,
you too can weave of the warp and woof of your daily
routine a tapestry of dazzling whole cloth, fit for the
most discriminating Correspondent (and what Correspondent dares discriminate)? Before you take pen
in hand, however, a few general rules must be stated.
The first regards when to write. Don't do it just
after reading your current Class Notes, when you are
at your lowest ebb. If you do, make it a draft to be
put away for at least a week before reviewing. Second, use the note-topic method to organize your
thoughts. It will give you the warm sensation of
putting your college education to use, help you dis-

pose of surplus topic pads, and aid you in discarding
thoughts that were better left unsaid.
Third, test your draft on a confidante, if you are
lucky enough to have one. Be sure it is someone supportive like a psychiatrist or a priest, and not competitive, like your best friend, your oldest daughter,
or the nextdoor neighbor. Your husband is the least
likely counsel, since he doesn't understand why you
suffer over such trivia and will surely think the whole
thing is silly. Fourth, make sure the final version for
the Correspondent has the proper air of haste and in-

New Arrivals.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin 0.
Bassett, '63.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Hoxsey,
'63.
A (laughter to Mr. and Mrs. Patrick
I-larrington, '61.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Dean G. Saxon
(Margaret Ann Balclassin), '66, '64.
A son, Douglas ShermanBurns, to
Dr. and Mrs. Donald F. Burns, '55.
A son, Michael David, to Mr. and Mrs.
John Ratko, '63.
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Izzi, '64.
A son to Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H.
1
Barnard (Terry Turnbull), '61, 63.
A daughter to Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Eastman (Jacque Vogt), '60, '61.
A daughter, Alissa Monique, to Mr.
and Mrs. Gary AllarcI, '62.
A daughter, Anne Marie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Gary K. MacPherson, '57.
A daughter, Deborah Hollingsworth, to
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Gardner, Jr., '63.
A daughter, Ingrid Maim, to Dr. and
Mrs. H. B. Nicholson (Suzanne Berven),
'50, '53.
A (laughter to Mr. and Mrs. Charles
G. Caddey, '54.

Weddin gs....
Donna Louise Davenport, '63 to Kenneth Garrett McLain; Mrs. Elizabeth
Vanderhyde to Dr. Frank G. Williston,
'22; Lynette Hoover '67 to William SelIcy; Susan Jean Mace, '64 to Gary
Gwinn, '65; Patricia Mae Dailey to Jeffrey Lee Smith, '62; Virginia Ann Baldwin to Mark Louis Fagerlin, '61; Kathleen Ann McDowell, '63 to Melvin A.
Ambrose; Julie Anne Armstrong, '65 to
Larry Norman Tregellas; Geraldine Luella Mae Cruver to Charles R. McGill,
'59; Donna Esther Medders to Robert
Jay Tessler; Shirley Marie Jewett, '64
to Richard Stanley Stolarski, '63; Kath-

significance. Use lined yellow tablet paper or the back
of an old grocery list instead of monogrammed stationery, and put the stamp on slightly askew. If possible, arrange to write it on the train the next time
you go to town to luncheon or the theatre—mentioning only that you are writing "in transit."
Whatever you do, don't neglect to write something occasionally. However faltering your prose, your
own contribution is surely, better than abandoning
yourself to the mercy of well-meaning classmates or
a desperate correspondent.

ryn Benoit to Captain John R. Temp;
Gladys K. Carlson, '40 to Emil Wick;
Lynette Lee Kinderman, '64 to Seth
Louis Hanson; Karen Elizabeth Purchase, '63 to Curtis Alan Sprague, '64;
Cecilia Marie D'Andrea to Karl Richard
Kastner, '66; Carol Ann Wiecking, '65
to John Eugene Waters, '61; Barbara
Rothermel to Victor Harold Holme, '60;
Becky May Gault, '64 to William Lloyd
Honsberger, '63; Vivienne Sharon Johnson, '63 to Richard Harry Klingbeil;
Mary Eichler to Michael Dawson, '64;
Sara Jane Booth, '64 to Dennis Lee
Stergion, '63; Judith Elizabeth Breiten,
'62 to David Charles Richardson; Donna
Mae Reed, '64 to Douglas Clifford Myhre; Lenore Ann Leindecker, '64 to C.
William Rogers; Nancy Lee Colwill, '64
to Jerry Arnold Maim; Shirley Bradshaw, '63 to Scott Wesley, '64; Sandra
Louise Poston to Neal Lee Wolbert, '64;
Polly Diana Boone, '65 to John Walter
Hickman; Sharon Elizabeth Butler, '64
to James Monroe White, '64; Gwendolyn
Seales, '65 to Isadore H. Washington,
Jr., '61; Carolyn Virginia Carter to Stuart W. McKenzie, '61; Martha Ann Watson, '64 to Kenneth Lee Gentili '63; Ann
Swoyer, '64 to Hal Lynn Pullin, '64;
Susan Wray Austin to Frederick John
Breidenbach, '58; Elizabeth Anne Beckman, '60 to Ronald Eugene Bell; Ann C.
McKelvey, '65 to John A. Corson, '64;
Lael 1-lelene Anderson, '64 to Leslie Hilton Ross, '64; Sheryl Page Statton, '65
to Malcolm A. Burgess; Sondra Lee
Somers to Larry Richard Graves, '65;
Carol Jean Grothe to Howard W. Ashley,
'63; Nancy Cary, '64 to Paul Peloquin;
Elizabeth Elaine French, '62 to Richard
Marinus Laursen, '64; Joan Carol McColly. '61 to Edward Harlan Stark; Annie Knowlton Werts, '64 to Klaus Peter
Harder, 63; Catherine Jean Loftus to
Michael John Matern, '57; Kathleen Diane Genardine, '64 to Lt. William Alan
Triquart; Shareen Bernice McMahon to

Terry Glenn Fancher, '65; Antonia Bureu
Hutchinson, '66 to James Leon Cunningham, '64; Pamela Karen Read, '65 to
Gerald Lee von Gohren, '62; Catherine
Merle Chambers, '66 to Lawrence William Hecht; Jan Arlene Edwards, '64
to Kenneth Allen Countryman, '63; Janice Faye Sutherland to Thomas J. Carmichael, '61; Nancy Lee Werner, '65
to Joseph L. Matthews, '63; Donna Lee
Larson, '64 to Edward Hansell Miley, 62;
Susan Ann Stover to Peter Grant Acker,
'64; Donna Marie Kelley to Eugene Edward Rivers; Wanda Gay Grinnell to
Donald Ray Wells; Cheryl Kathryn Lind
to Edward Ray Gravitt; Perry Lynn
Jackson to Jerry L. Welch; Trudy Anne
Williams to Alfred Charles Stewart;
Marian Ada Marcoe to Darth Rodney
Swanson; Cecilia Rose Freeny, '64 to
John Samuel Hunter; Joan Phyllis Mantey to Richard Eugene Coulson, '64;
Yvonne Bombardier to James LeRoy
Anderson. '64.

Deaths.
Robert L. Knapp, '32.
Mrs. Leonard J. Brown, (Myrta J.
Soule), '08.
Mrs. Dwight A. Mason, (Edith E. Rummel), '20.
Arnold E. Rukan, '44.
Nell F. Pagni, '53.
Mrs. Dorothy MacMonagle, (Dorothy
Du Buisson), '23.
Mrs. Pearl Stanbra Anderson, '08.
James M. Knox, '13.
Mrs. Adam C. A. Ehishlager, (Elinor
J. Taylor), '31.

MR. FLOWERS PASSES
Richard L. Flowers, a former University
of Puget Sound professor of speech and
drama, died in Olympia at the age of 52.
Since leaving UPS, Mr. Flowers had
been in charge of the alcoholism division
of the Washington State Health Department.
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NEWS OF FORMER CLASSMATES
1900

1936

Hilmar J. Field has retired as treasurer of the Tribune Publishing Company
after a 46 year newspaper career.

Mrs. J. E. Doucette (Pansy B. Hendricks) writes that she enjoys the Alumnus, and hopes to be able to attend
Homecoming someday. Her address is:
6014 W. Marlette Avenuue, Glendale,
Arizona.

Mrs. Richard A. Girton (Dorothea Andersen) was elected president of the
Garden Club of Honolulu. A painting of
hers was selected for an exhibit by Yale
Professor Norman Ives. Her husband is
secretary of Dillingham Corporation. Her
son, Richard, graduated from college this
year and made Mrs. Girton a grandmother by becoming the father of Richard Alexander Girton, III. Daughter Heidi, a sophomore at Stanford, was elected
Freshman Queen of the Quad.

1927

1937

Dr. Wendell H. Brown is on the faculty of Oglethorpe University, Atlanta,
Georgia.

Jack Kimball is Navy Exchange Off icer at the United States Naval Base in
Yokosuka, Japan. This is the largest
Navy exchange in the world.

1931

Dan Hewitt is president of the University-Union Club in Tacoma.

1923

Geraldine Le Penske, daughter of Lt.
Col. Fred J. Le Penske, was crowned
the fifteenth Queen of Seattle's Seafai.
Le Penske is community relations representative for Boeing's.

1933
Rex Weick is co-owner of the Thriftway Store in Federal Way, Washington.
Delwen B. Jones has been appointed
director of music education for the Tacoma School District. Jones has been in
the Tacoma system for 28 years, teaching the last eleven years at Mason Junior High Echool.

1935
Hollis Day, president of Day's TailorD Clothing, Inc., and Judd Day, '40, executive vice-president were presented
with a business award from the Community Relations Committee of the Ford
Motor Company Dealers.
Dr. Murray L. Johnson has received
a federal grant of $7,200.00 for study of
certain animals in Japan.

Mrs. Herbert Phillips (Floramae Davis), a librarian at Tacoma's Wilson
High School, studied curriculum materials at San Jose State College under a
grant from the Administrative Women
in Education. Mrs. Edith Schramm, '54,
spent the summer studying mathematics
under a similar grant at the University
of Wyoming.

Insurance Companies. Duane Fleming,
'51, also made the trip for his performance in the field of insurance.
Mr. and Mrs. T. Harbine Monroe
(Marion Burns) left August 5 for a two
month tour of Europe. While in Germany
the Monroes plan to visit other UPS
alums, General and Mrs. Charles Johnson (Betty Betz, '38).

1939
Robert B. Price, Tacoma architect, received honorable mention in a national
architectural awards competition sponsored by the Dow Chemical Company.
The award was for the design of a new
intramural athletic building at the University of Washington.
Dr. H. Neil Richardson is now full
professor of Old Testament at Boston
University School of Theology. He is the
author of a year's lessons, beginning in
September, 1964, in the Adult Bible
Course written for the Board of Education of the Methodist Church, as well
as several articles in the recent Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible. He is
in the process of writing articles for the
forthcoming one-volume commentary to
be published by the Abingclon Press.

1940

Robert H. Myers, chief of the Selective Service System administrative division in Tacoma, has been promoted to
Mrs. Tom G. Rathbone (Anna May
the rank of Lieutenant Colonel.
Stoller) returned to the United States
Marie Gilstrap will join the faculty of
after six years in Guam.
Highline College in Burien, Washington
as an instructor in biology.
Jack Mansfield is again associated
1938
Douglas Gonyea was elected chairman with S. L. Savidge, Incorporated, Seattle
of the Northwest Area Council of the automobile dealers.
Mrs. Henry Resleff (Anita Fuller)
Boys' Club of America.
completed her Bachelor's degree in Education at Eastern Washington State College. She will be teaching the first grade
at the Winsor School near Cheney,
Washington.
Captain W. A. Rooney visited the campus. Al was on his way to his new post
at Eglin Air Force Base, Florida, after
being stationed at Tachikawa Air Force
Base near Tokyo. He received his L.L.B.
at George Washington University and his
B.A. degree from the University of Mary land after leaving UPS.
John D. Sharp has been appointed
administrative assistant for personnel in
the Tacoma schools. He has spent 18 1/2
William C. Jepsen was reappointed to
years at Tacoma's Lincoln High School
the Library Board of the city of Tacoma
as teacher, counselor, assistant principal
for a five-year term. Jepsen, associated
and principal. Replacing him as princiwith the insurance firm of A. E. Long,
pal at Lincoln will be Harold Berndt,
Inc., was recently awarded a trip to
'54. John Van Leuven, '38, will become
Hawaii for outstanding achievement in
principal of Franklin School and Eubehalf of the United Pacific Group of

J

gene Tone, M.A. '62, was confirmed as
assistant principal at Mount Tahoma
High, in other recent appointments made
by the Tacoma School Board.

1942
The Lawrence Hendersons (Muriel
Woods) have returned to the United
States from Angola. He will study at
theological seminary and direct educational activities at Glenview Church in
suburban Chicago during the coming
year.

1943
Dr. Edward Winskill was elected to the
presidency of the Tacoma-Pierce County
Association for Mental Health. Serving
on the board are Judge Elizabeth Shackleford, '18, Dale Wirsing, '58, Mrs. Mary
Jane Engoe, '53.
Dr. Robert L. Loftness, now Eastern
Representative for Atomics International, a division of North American Aviation, Incorporated, is the author of Nuclear Power Plants, a new publication
in the Van Nostrand Nuclear Science
Series. It is a compilation of information
concerning the nuclear power plants
which have been built or are under construction throughout the world.

1949
Willard Norman is serving his fourth
year as pastor of Garden Home Community Methodist Church in Portland,
Oregon.
Reverend Robert W. Huston is the new
minister of the Newtonville, Massachusetts, Methodist Church. He received the
Th.D. from Boston University School of
Theology in June, and was elected the
first chairman of the newly formed Commission on Ecumenical Affairs by the
New England Conference of the Methodist Church.
Charles L. Horjes, president of the
American Plumbing and Steam Supply
Company, was presented a business
award by the Ford Motor Company
Dealers of Tacoma Community Relations Committee.
Kenneth T. Langlow and Jackson E.
Sivertson, '63, passed the Washington
State examination for certified public accountants.

1950
Howard B. Walters is manager of the
new branch of the National Bank of
Washington opened on the Tacoma Mall
on August 8.

ector of Western Washington Chapter
of the Tax Executives Institute.
Paul H. Stoiz, a partner in the Tacoma
accounting firm of Johnson, Paulson and
Stolz, was elected president of the Tacoma Chapter of the Washington Society
of Certified Public Accountants. He has
been elected chairman of the board of
the Voice of Christian Youth.
Louis M. Raphael has been appointed
administrator of visual information in
Weyerhaeuser Company's public affairs
department in Tacoma.
I. Kenneth Light, Jr. is assistant manager of the new Bon Marche which opened on Tacoma's Mall on August 3.
Eldon W. Tamblyn received the degree of Master of Science in Library
Science from the University of North
Carolina at Chapel Hill. On September
1, he will accept a position as cataloger
of Russian language materials in the
Stanford University Libraries.

1952
Paul Duncan, who has been district
manager for paperboard marketing in
Southern California for Weyerhaeuser
Company's pulp and paperboarci division, became manager for bleached board
sales for the Western region.

1947
William 0. Causin, associated with F.
D. Hill and Company, has been awarded
the designation of certified property
manager by the Institute of Real Estate
Management.

1948
Don Heseiwood is director of athletics
and physical education instructor at
Corcoran, California. High School and is
recreational director for Corcoran and
its county.

William E. Stivers has been elected
an assistant cashier of the Bank of California in Tacoma.
An article entitled "Frederick Jackson Turner: Frontier History as Art",
by Dr. Harold P. Simonson has been
chosen by the U.S. Information Agency
for distribution abroad. Dr. Simonson returns to his post as chairman of the diepartment of English at U.P.S. after a
year's leave of absence as a visiting
scholar at Princeton Theological Seminary.

loll

1951
Martin E. Lougee is office manager
of Weyerhaeuser Company in Kiamath
Falls, Oregon.
Richard A. Chiarovano, controller of
Day's Tailor-D Clothing, Inc., is a dir-

Roald Reitan has left for Berlin
where he will join the Berlin Opera for
a three-year contract. Among the roles
he will sing will be that of Sharpless in
"Madame Butterfly", Ford in "Falstaff"
and Renato in "The Masked Ball".
Bob Sund, track coach at Shelton,
Washington, High School, is co-author
of a book entitled An Outline of Track
and Field Techniques.
Earl W. Schalin has been appointed
chief of the Administrative Branch of
the Atomic Energy Commission's Canoga Park Area Office at Canoga Park,
California.
W. M. Wallace has accepted a position
with Emerson Consultants, Ltd., in England. He received a doctorate in Business Administration from the University
of Washington.
Twenty-One

Donald A. Jaenicke has joined Weyerhaeuser Company in Tacoma as promotion manager of the merchandising
division.

1954
Richard L. Rose has been appointed
manager of new product development for
the paperboard marketing group of Weyerhaeuser Company in Tacoma.

1955
The Reverend Milton Nelson was appointed as Minister of Education at
Newman Methodist Church, Grants Pass,
Oregon, and minister of Wilderville
Methodist Church. The Nelsons have
three sons.
John Ramsey received a Doctor of
Philosophy Degree in Biochemistry from
Oregon State University at Corvallis. He
will be employed by the Dow Chemical
Company in Midland, Michigan.

1956
Rex D. Jones is associate director of
job development and unemployment for
the Seattle Urban League.
Cleona Kahler has been appointed
lunchroom supervisor of the public
schools in Puyallup, Washington.

1957
Terry Schick is a reporter for the
Bremerton Sun in Bremerton, Wash.
Philip L. Raistakka received a Master
of Education degree from the University
of Oregon.

Sharleen Kirkpatrick is now doing
occupational therapy with retarded
children at Waimona Hospital in Pearl
City, Oahu, Hawaii.

John Glase is assistant manager of
the branch of Washington Federal Savings and Loan Association in Lynnwood,
Washington.

Roland L. DeLorme is a Research
Fellow in American Social and Intellectual History at the University of
Colorado. He is completing his doctoral
dissertation, which will soon be published. He completed the work for his Master's degree at the University of Pennsylvania in 1961.

Michael and Rochelle Plenkovich are
on a four month auto tour of Europe.

Ray Werner joined the faculty of
Everett, Washington Junior College as
a specialist in vocational counseling.

1960
Henry Haas has become associated
with the Tacoma law firm of Sterbick,
Manza, Moceri and Sterbick.
Gordon H. Flattum, associated with
the Tacoma accounting firm of Busch
and Webb, has been elected a member
of the American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants.
Jerry Smith is pastor at Garfield Methodist Church in Garfield, Washington.
He and his wife, Gean Rosenbarger
Smith, are parents of a little girl, Jana.
Duane Parker is serving two Methodist churches in Whiting, Kansas, while
he is serving as a chaplain trainee at
Topeka State Hospital. He and his
wife, Barbara Kevil Parker, now have
two little girls, Stacy Lynn 1/2 years
and Pamela Kay born April 4, 1964.
Fred Scheyer and his wife, Lorna
Moen Scheyer, are the parents of a
little girl, Teresa. They are living in
Marblehead, Massachusetts, where he
is flying for Eastern Airlines.
David Zaske is serving his first church
in Idaho, where he is sharing in the
"new team preaching" of the Methodist
Church.

1961
Mrs. Charlotte Marie Craig received
a doctorate from Rutgers University.
Geraldine Ann Frick, who is teaching
physical education at the FrankfurtAmerican High School for army dependents, recently enjoyed a tour of the
Vatican and an audience with Pope Paul.

1959
Howard J. Carlson is assistant pastor
of the Tacoma Bible Presbyterian
Church.
Twenty-Two

Bill Parker is attending Central Washington State College where he is working
for a Master's degree.
Mrs. Raymond Heffelfinger (Dolores
Johnson) was elected president of the
Ladies Musical Club in Tacoma. Serving
on the board is Mrs. Paul Barrick (Alberta LaMott), '40.
Wayne R. Stone received a Bachelor
of Laws degree from Willamette University, Salem, Oregon. He was a member
of Phi Delta Phi, legal fraternity and
was a case note contributor to the Willamette Law Journal.

Jack T. Rummel, amongst the highest
scholastically in the junior class at the
University of Oregon Dental School, was
honored by being selected as a marshal
for this year's commencement at the
dental school.
Mr. and Mrs. Jerry White are teaching in Tanganyika as members of the
American Peace Corps. They work at
the Iringa Upper Primary School in
Iringa teaching English, science, geography, mathematics and history on the
American junior high school level.
Stuart McKenzie is living on an experimental farm which the food and
agricultural organization is establishing
for the Tunisian government. He writes
he has been married twice to the former
Carolyn V. "Connie" Carter, once in a
civil and once in a religious ceremony.
The School of Mortgage Banking of
Northwestern University has awarded a
graduation certificate to C. Mark Smith,
assistant secretary of Tacoma's Ward
Smith, Inc. Mark is the new secretary
of the Tacoma Young Men's Business
Club.
Thomas H. Barnard has finished his
studies at Columbia University. He will
be associated with the law firm of
Ulmer, Berne, Laronge, Glickman and
Curtis in Cleveland, Ohio. He plans to do
some graduate legal study at Western
Reserve University in Cleveland.

1962
Anne Ramsey is an occupational therapist at Colorado State Psychopathic
Hospital in Denver, Colorado.
Patricia M. Danforth received a Master's degree from the University of
Oklahoma at Norman.
James W. Green received a Master's
degree from Ohio State University at
Columbus.
Nicholas A. Johnson, who has just
completed his third year at the University of Washington School of Dentistry, has received four awards, including two scholarships.
Darrell A. Morrow has been commissioned a second lieutenant in the U. S.
Air Force upon graduation from Officer

Training School at Lackland Air Force
Base, Texas. He is being assigned to an
Air Training Command unit at Amarillo Air Force Base, Texas, for training
as a supply officer.

1963
Bonnie Scotton has joined the Peace
Corps.
William A. Johnson and his wife, the
former Lee Ann Blessing, are living in
Corvallis, Oregon where he is completing
his studies for a doctorate in Chemistry.
He is studying inorganic kinetics in the
"wonder drug" solvent Dimethyl Sulfonide. Johnson is now a member of Phi
Lambda Upsilon, national chemistry
honorary. Lee Ann is doing biochemical
research on the tonicity of Titan rocket
fuels at the Science Research Institute at
Corvallis.

New York for duty in a unit of the
Strategic Air Command,
Mrs. Glenn Langley has returned to
the United States from Brazil. Her
husband served with a U. S. soil conservation and management program un(Icr the Alliance for Progress program,
while she taught English at the Instituto
Cultural Brasil-North America.

1964
Anne WThittaker will teach for a year,
then go to Scarritt College at Nashville
Tennessee for graduate training to become a Methodist deaconess in the
teaching field.
Mary Krehbiel was awarded an assistantship at the University of Kansas.
She will teach first year Spanish and
work toward her Master's degree.

Gail Bouldron is working in the tax
department of Pacific Molasses Company in San Francisco, California.

El:

Lester L. Applegate is urban renewal
(lirector in the city of Vancouver, Washington.
Larry Writer is stationed at Eglin
Air Force Base, Florida.
Second Lieutenant Elwin Wells has
completed the U. S. Air Force Survival
and Special Training School at Stead Air
Force Base in Nevada. He is being reassigned to Plattsburgh Air Force Base,

College Students C'ontinued.
world, they become respectable professional people;
but they keep certain reservations about society to
theise1ves and may even promise themselves to take
a hand later on. Finally, there is the minority who
take action now.
Perhaps things are not as bad as I have suggested. We may take hope from the fact that, when
corruption or folly is revealed in high places, there
are a great many people who are still capable of being shocked. And when something imaginative and
positive, like the Peace Corps, is put forward, the
response is most encouraging.
It is here that teachers have a crucial role to
play. No one is in a better position than they to think
about our goals and to represent the best in our traditions. They can strive to understand the situation
of students, and to tell the truth to the young. Whe-

Sharon Bosley was granted a trainingship in social work at the University
of Miehin
Susan Stone enjoyed a three-month
tour of Europe this summer.
William H. Baarsma has been awarded
a fellowship for work leading to a Master's degree at the School of Government
at George Washington University in
Washington, D.C.
Si.ilev Jarvits is undergoing flight
training at Whiting Field, Milton, Florida.
Fred Golladay was awarded a trip to
Hamilton, New York for a summer institute sponsored by the American Management Association. He will attend
No it hwestern University studying economics and law under a scholarship.
Frank Bower is in the Air Force, and
is attending San Jose State College.
Gustav G. Gennrich is employed by
Arthur Andersen and Company in Seattle.
John Meredith is in the U. S. Marine
Corps. Address him: Company G, BC
1-65, TBS MCS, Quantico, Virginia.

1967
Jacqueline Hofto participated in the
A men ('an Acco rclionists Association
championship competition held in New
York City in August.

ther they desire it or not, they are bound to serve as
models for the young, who will be guided not so much
by what their teachers say as by what their teachers
are.

Process Decisions 2on tin ned.
nature of the decision to stay in or drop out. The
failure to recognize this had led to a state of complacency with regard to the students actually in
school. Little attention has been given to intervention techniques for changing the 'balance" once it
has begun to top towai'cl the chopping out side of the
scale. Beyond this lies the crucial point in the theoi'etical side of the dropout problem: why, when nearly
all student.s sense some dissatisfaction with the college in which they are enrolled, do some and not
others decide their situation is intolerable and dropping out is the only possible course of action?
Twenty- Three
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1907
G. Elmore McMaster
1908
Arthur L. Marsh
1909
Lunella (Warren) McMaster
1911
Charles Barker
Orpha (Cook) Irle
Maude (Morgan) Moore
1912
Berna (Miller) Dupertuis
Henry Dupertuis
Charles J. Lawson
Lyle (Ford) Drushel
1913
Ethel (Scheyer) Fullager
Myra (Ford) Simpson
1914
L. Glenn Stanhra
Guy E. Dunning
Clarence W. Keen
1915
Carrie (King) Judd
Mary (Hitchcock) Foster

1916
Paul P. Granlund
Hazel (Bock) Herrick
Marion (Maxham) Hill
Mabel (Meiers) Kirby
1917
J. H. Alden Warman
Helgey E. Anderson
Laura Gartrell
Florence (Cook) Armstrong
1918
Mildred (Pollom) Wehmhoff
Paul Hanawalt
Elizabeth Shackleford
1919
Frances (King) Smith
Bess (Roberts) Warne
E. Paul Todd
1920
Ruth (Hallin) Wahiquist
Alice (Baker) 1-lanawalt
Louise (Suer) Anderson

1922
Helen (Monroe) Wolf
Myrtle Warren
Dorothy (Michener) Cronander
Olive (Brown) Seward
Clyde M. Kinch
Frances (Goehring) Swayze
1923
Hilda (Scheyer) Bogie
1924
Richard K. Wasson
Melvin Olene
Francis Tolles
Charles Brady
Helen (Brix) Dunbar
1926
Alice (Oksness) Denny
1927
Genevieve (Stowe) Jenkins
Mary Ellen (Painter) Robertson
May (Ford) Damkier

